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Preface

This is the second volume of Point of Contact Productions' poetry
series. As in Volume One, five poetic voices- Joyce Hayden, Tamara
Kamenszain, Mary Karr, Anthony Seidman and Bruce Smith -are unified, perhaps harmonized, in a book we call Corresponding Voices, a
gathering of independent voices that can be judged individually but
also as an assembly. (The word "judged" is of common usage but can
be misleading, for there is no right or wrong in art, and less so in poetry, only readings, a sort of implicit agreement between somebody that
writes and somebody that reads.)
Ironically, there is correspondence among poetic texts in the measure
that they are assembled but refuse to become yet another unified text.
We don't need to force feed them coexistence. We also don't need to
force upon them analogies or similarities, not even stylistics. All we
need is a reader. Poets of all times never forget that notwithstanding
their solitude, theirs is a dialogue, somehow, an addressing of somebody to somebody. Of course, Shakespeare's or Calderon's somebody,
their imaginary reader, is different from us. But albeit the difference,
we can still read them, and if we truly read them, as if they are part of
us, we rescue their distance by feeling addressed. We correspond with
them.
But this is not to say that arbitrarily everything goes is the name of the
game. The poets we have chosen are as stripped of classicism as of pure
relativism. Language is open in as far as it's not the result of just individually saturated meanings. And if we assume and presume the existence of an I, it's because, as we said previously, we assume and presume the existence in the other side of the equation of a thou. One
could say that here lies the first instance of diversity, and it is in this
diversity where languages, memories, rhythm and the existential vision
7

coexist .... Or not. It is for us to choose. But not arbitrarily. Because
every poem is a specific act of language, Poetic language is more than
linguistics, more than rhetoric, more than you and me. By more we
don't mean outside of language, a free consumerist laissez faire. Outside
of language poetry is nothing. A second way of dealing with diversity
is to accept that's the way we predicate about poetry's ways with meaning, which is every artistic way, but in poetry, because of its condensed
forms, it is more exacerbated. And this exacerbation adopts the form
of defiance. Poetry is nothing outside of language and poetic language
is nothing if it's not a defiance of language, a defiance of the world of
which this language is an expression and a result.
On the long sinuous line of the history of poetry there is this alliterative repetition of this defiance.
The nature of an assembly of voices is the polyphonic, as Mikhail
Bakhtin referred to the dialogic novel. And we could extend this to the
assembly of poetry voices. As in the case of Bakthin, polyphonic here
means that the validity of each individual voice must be allowed to
stand for itself. But it must also enter the assembly. It must interact,
play intra-textually, converge or diverge, give in to the fruitful artist
mode of contrasts and similarities. Poetry, more than any art, is the
privileged territory of metaphor, which is what we get as soon as we
juxtapose diverse realities. We could try as much as we want to invent
an imaginary reunion and fill pages with ready-made signs, but without the presence of individual voices, the metaphors are empty.
Perhaps it would be fitting to redefine this troublesome word
-diversity-to avoid becoming one more tourist island in the other's
psyche, but to discover for ourselves the value of cross-fertilization.
Pedro Cuperman
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THROUGH THE RUINS
By
Joyce Hayden

Joyce Hayden

Shadow

Is a book of cures etched in black wax, a ripple on the river's skin.
An alphabet read by Druids and teenage female saints, prophets
of oak and sword. Is a centuries old cry from ash piles of the
Inquisition, the dead trail of a hunched robe, privy to all the
answers. It's the surrender of the drowning to a whale's world.
The unhatched egg spilling itself on a sheet. Shadow is ten years
in the land of the unborn with the mind of a dragonfly, its
multiple vision. It's the cat god forgot to give legs to, a Romanian
onion crate with poems stuffed below. The door of a home we'll
never know, a corner my blue angel once lived in. the bitter
celebration of new moon in winter, a wand sketching earth on the
orbit of Mercury, an avalanche of dirt suffocating the heart, white
as the world's first crow.

11

Veiled
Ghazni, Afghanistan
1993
He let me chose the color.
He was glad for the law.

If you can't hear me,
please step closer, the cloth
does muffle my voice.
He even makes me wear
it in the house.
My own son, three years old,
doesn't know what I look like.
He knows me only from the light ·
side of his courtain. Knows my fingers,
knows my kiss through cotton.
The men say it protects us.
But I feel like a leper. Too ugly
even for God to look upon.
I've seen Western magazines,
Elle, Cosmopolitan. All that skin,
women's bodies. What struck me
the most were the eyes.
Our men can say whatever they want.
But it's not our skin or our bodies
they're afraid of. The eyes disguise nothing.
So we live like plague victims, ghosts,
in full body veils. Heavy skin to separate
us from the men, the world. A skin that hides
our faces, a skin that never peels, but always burns.
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The Well

I watched them hold you, taking turns, the few days you
lived. Or you laid still in the bright incubator, light your only
food. A white world broken by your pink skin.
They didn't seem to notice what was missing. Bending low,
knowing you could hear, they whispered to the soul flittering
away. Gazing into your eye each time it opened, falling into a
well they'll carry far beyond your grave.
I stood apart, hands behind my back, dark glasses on my face,
a hangman's hood over my heart. No one saw me there, long
distance cousin. Not the nurse, not your parents, not your
healthy twin brother.
Held in an open palm, little half man, little moon man,
weightless and forever heavy, solid as frozen ground, untouchable
as dust in wind. Wight of memory, length of sky.

13

What Salt Preserves

I'm not going to write about that spring morning when four
boys found two large wooden maple syrup tubs, then asked
permission to play in the creek. I'm not going to speak about
my grandmother who told the boys to stay out of the raisins
stored in the basement. I'm not going to let you see the melting
snows of Mount vision that flooded the waterways nor will I mention
how angry my 7 year old brother was that he wasn't allowed to go
and yelled I hate you! to our nine year old brother. I won't point out
that only one of the boys knew how to swim. I won't tell you that our father
was stringing cable wire between telephone poles three hours away in Syracuse,
while his son was loosing balance on the bobbing raft. I won't remind you
how that section of river grows swollen as a starved stomach in Spring
or how my stomach aches as I write this. I won't imagine the heartbeats
of the two boys who scrambled out of the water and found themselves alone on
shore.
I won't tell you about my mother and her sisters who heard of the disappearance
and convinced each other the missing boys were hiding in the woods.
I won't remind you it was Good Friday. I won't ask you to wonder how warm
The women's fear made the blankets they carried to wrap the hiding boys in
after they found them. I won't tell you they couldn't find them. I won't tell you
about the small blue sneaker the grapnel hooked onto or the wailing that shook
the trees
after that, how I've never been to that spot because no one will take me. Instead I
will tell you
that days after, my grandmother laughed to find handfuls of raisins in the dead
boys' pockets.
I'll tell you that I hear children's voices floating off the surface of the brook
I walk to every day. That forty years have passed and I've learned to forgive water,
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bless it with sage leaves and strands of my hair. I'll let you know that I am jealous
of the cows,
now bones, that wimessed what I can only imagine. That water is my difficult,
my patient teacher.
That, for me, all water is salt water.

La Disperazione
Giotto
Padova
How beautiful Hope is, reaching
for her crown from the angel
who'll guide her to Paradise.
Was she raised by two parents?
Loved gently by one man? Did she spend
her days practicing in the musky
Balcony with the choir?
Has she heard the voices of angels
all her life? Her feet, so small, so perfect,
have they ever touched dirt? Even her hair,
spun and pulled back, seems to float behind her
like her impeccably starched wings.
Did she ever notice Despair, the grime
on his robe? Did she, did you, Giotto,
ever look behind the burned scar
around his neck? Did you ever bend
to see the sins of the father? Or ask
how two such lovely hands
learned to twist knots so well?
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Damn the devil with his rusted hook
dragging Despair to the depths of a more
labored hell. If Hope is so wonderful,
why didn't she notice Despair
and offer some peace?
How lucky for you, Giotto, your life so easy.
Your virtues and vices, your black, your white.
From your perch on angels' shoulders,
eons above the throbbing abscess
of Despair's days, you did nothing but hand
the Devil his hook.
And you, Hope, how is it that you carry
no compassion, your pillar of piety,
you judge of flames? How lucky for you both
that the demons you sic on the
weak know only despair.

17

How To Escape
One day you will
acknowledge your
carbon monoxide life,
your combustible husband,
your smoldering tinderbox home.
You will welcome oxygen
back into your lungs
your numb throat, your hope.
You will awaken from your
zombie gaze, respond to
innate clangs and alarms.
You will remember fire drills,
the science lesson that water
and electricity are enemies,
the years of duck and cover.
When his face flushes
Autumn, when his fist
rushes, when his flames
devour your air,
you will pause and fuel
yourself with one last
glance at disaster. In the ice
pick stillness before his
backdraft you will imagine
your past cinders. You will
open the door in a gateway
blaze, singeing your hair and
your one true vision. You will
chant as you run: It will grow
back, it will grow back, it will grow back.
18
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On a Hillside Above a Vineyard near San
Gimignano, Tuscany
Like the weight of salt blocks
from the mines of Syracuse
on the rancid waters of Onondaga Lake,
some white man's Gitcheegoomie,
lake of sunken submarine races.
Sisyphus' stone rolled over me
as ravens croaked, naming
the nouns of the world.
Monarch, autumn, glass.

Someone else's dog died while mine,
furry webbed feet, tongue
pink as cold adobe, swam laps
in Lake Sunapee, NH and I, in my red
'81 Delta 98, fled the one life given me
over dirt roads and western deserts.
A friend said just start walking
and see what happens, happens, happens.
Moonshine, blues bar, smoke stack.

Homesick palm trees wept with me
on a sidewalk in Hollywood, sidewalk
without stars, without hand prints, just
a silver blade at my neck and years
of cracked eggshells, broken bottles,
makeup that couldn't cover.
Dragonfly, headlights, plaster.
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My octagon house in the Berkshires
sold last spring far from the orange
grove that forgot the smell of annual
black olives. Don't ever drink lemonade
from a carton, yellow box, black penguin.
You'll lose yourself in Northern lights,
in the flat white sand of Alaska,
you'll lose y.ourself among the thin
legged dock spiders of Ashfield Lake in
Massachusetts in the county of Coleraine,
in a winter of inertia, in a season so cold
every dead glacier will trumpet to the surface
Kayak. Constellation. Rose petals.
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Agamemnon to Joyce
The hardest part of being here in
Hades' far reaching shadow is not
recognizing the dead. When life goes
memory wanders also.
My one hope as my wife tightened
the rope around my robe and Aegisthus
played his knife across my neck,
was to reach my first born daughter,
slaughtered by Aulis. Despite my disgrace,
I played to spend eternity lit by the flames
of the underworld's sun, hand in hand
with Iphegenia as the reckless jump into the Styx.
Once I knew I'd never find her, I turned
my attention to the living, where I heard
you curse me, enraged at my decision. But
wouldn't you, didn't you, do the same as I?

If your daughter had lived, wouldn't you have
sacrificed her to the goddess of the young?
Isn't it true, woman, didn't you know it well,
those years of swords and threats,
that house where bruises ringed your neck,
your arms? Joyce, you knew as well as I.
There's no safe place you could have hid her.
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To My Mother

Demeter, how did you not hear my shrieks
that sent a year of crops back
to seed? I heard your prayers at the far
end of the yard as I watched your long
thin fingers wed with dirt, your knees caked
with grass stain, a wicker basket of white spring
bulbs bedside your silk slippered feet. I watched
you grow small as Hades stole me from our home.
Nothing went down as you said it would.
You and my uncles twisted incest into legend,
while I was left to die silent as any mortal
because of one daffodil. Mother, you never
came sarching for me. Like you, Homer lied.
In fact it was you who snapped, "I saw Persephone
looking at Hades as we planted seeds, all afternoon
she gazed deep into the overturned earth with those
eyes of hers bluer than the Aegean."
I don't need to tell you what happened:
How Hades's cohorts covered my mouth, took
turns on me, how I became the prize for the newly
arrived dead. But Mother, I finally escaped, thanks to
your family reunion, where Pluto and Poseidon,
drunk on the usual nectar, called out my name
as they fucked my cousin. That's why I snuk
through the locked gates that early spring morning,
clutching my pomegranate seeds with both hands ,
believing you would teach me to erase the spell.
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I returned home to your mansion splayed across acres,
shaming the sun, your golden chariot waiting out front.
I had to ignore the gardens of sinister daffodils until,
spilling my seeds, the truth covered me like the white
clouds you immortals live in: I opened the front door
remembering "Family is all," words you taught me
to live by, and saw that everything you've said or made is air.
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MEN AND WOMEN ALONE
SOLOS Y SOLAS

By
Tamara Kamenszain

Translated from Spanish by Cecilia Rossi

A squatter in my own house
since ownership walked out on me
I no longer have the deeds and like in dreams
the front door waits for me on the outside
so that everything may start again
I cross hospitality on a slant
behind the pictures under the furniture
grows a new roof and where
the hearth glowed only stills remain
you he him the man with the double bed
pushed away by the room sent adrift
the living-room books crawling behind him
inside a briefcase that gives way and it's in the bathroom that the tank roars for one last time.
I'm speaking of a toilet that swallows us far
into other houses.
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Soy la okupa de mi propia casa
desde que la propiedad de foe de mi
ya no tengo escritura y como en los suefios
la puerta de entrada me espera afuera
para que todo empiece de nuevo
atravieso de canto esa hospitalidad
atras de los cuadros debajo de los muebles
se aquerencia un techo nuevo
donde hubo hogar quedan fotogramas
VOS

tu el el hombre con la cama doble

mudado por el cuarto a la deriva paso a paso
los libros del living lo siguen arrastrados
en un maledn que se desfonda y es en el bafio
donde la mochila ruge por ultima vez.
Hablo de un inodoro que nos traga lejos
hasta otras casas.
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2

A pair of cuff-links sneers at the cuffs
at the rough end of the drawer
there are no shirts left it's the shirtless
now who summon me
I brush a sleeve they elbow me
among apprentices we swallow pride
dancers in tow sawdust dolls
bring to the orchestra the lyrics of their anonymity
when in the sweaty far end of the ballroom
phobia makes me yell until I'm hoarse
at the cloakroom a step away from the door
theatres pizzerias broken walkman music
pass me by low lights of the night
turned off at the mouth of the subway
off like men and women all alone.
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Un par de gemelos se rie de los puiios
en el fondo aspero del cajon
ya no hay camisas es gente descamisada
la que ahora me convoca
rozo una manga me aplican lo que pide un codo
entre aprendices nos pisamos el poncho
bailarines a la rastra muiiecos de aserrin
acoplan a la orquesta la letra de su anonimato
cuando en el colmo sudado del salon
la fobia a mi me desgaiiita
hasta el guardarropas en un paso de salida
teatros pizzerias musica interrumpida de walkman
pasan de largo por el bajon de la marquesina
off off de los solos y solas
se apaga en la boca del subte.
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Without them I'm Cinderella in radio taxi
everyone by one is released from my dance
solitude takes a step that drags along with music
the echo of the echo of what lyricists can do:
write a song that says all that we are
our most intimate views
one or two plain simple words
the shortest way home
when the radio lights up company to the night shift.
The nape of his neck sees me: I am alone
my key not enough to make me feel I own
my double bed.
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Soy sin ellos la cenicienta en radiotaxi
todos en uno se libran de mi fiesta
la soledad da ese paso que arrastra con la musica
el eco del eco de lo que pueden los letristas:
hacer una canci6n que diga lo que somos
nuestro sentir mas intimo
dos o tres palabras lisas y llanas
el camino mas corto para llegar a casa
cuando la radio le enciende al del horario nocturno
una compafiia. Su nuca me ve: estoy sola,
ni la llave me alcanza para sentirme duefia
de la cama doble.
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4

Through the half open door of dreams
came in all that words can't say
each turn of the key led me
into the house in its primal scene
home now is body and I
end up sucked in by the tongue
fall flat on my face the subway is dark
you won't turn up they won't turn up it's always us
in a pornographic group effect
we become strangers when nobody I mean no-body
not even he sweating against my shoulder
has my telephone number.
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Por la puerta entornada de los suenos
entro todo lo que las palabras no dicen
cada vuelta de llave me introdujo
hasta la casa en su escena primaria
casa ahora es cuerpo y yo
acabo chupada por la lengua
me voy de boca el subte esta oscuro
vos no venis ustedes no vienen siempre nosotros
en un efecto pornografico de grupo
nos desconocemos cuando nadie pero nadie
ni siquiera el que transpiro en mi hombro
tiene el numero de telefono.
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5

I'll call you or you call me
at the club school camp
saying our names again and again
engaged our diaries by ear
to a future get together
between seeing each other and stopping
half a life's gone that's it
now we are pariah matchmakers
two who don't make one in the countdown
we meet up to find we've nothing in common
with others as common as ourselves.
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Te llamo o llamame
en el club en la escuela en el campamento
repetir y repetir nuestros apellidos
dejo agendada de oido
una comunidad futura
entre vernos y dejar de vernos
media vida hasta ahora ya foe
ahora somos parias de casamentera
dos que no hacen uno en la cuenta regresiva
nos encontramos sin nada en comun
con otros tan comunes como nosotros.

35

6

When I see you for the first time
you'll not coincide with your passport photo
paperless in the queue of those I don't know
in the outskirts not even properly initialled
I'll know what you're called when I call you
a pair of eyes will answer me in Spanish
the language I dream a man in
so as to identify you.
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Cuando te vea por primera vez
no vas a coincidir con tu foto carnet
indocumentado en la fila de los que no conozco
afuera del ghetto ni siquiera inicialado
voy a saber que te llamas cuando te Harne
dos ojos me iran a contestar en castellano
idioma en el que suefio a un hombre
para identificarte.
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When I see you for the first time
I'll know you are who you are
as soon as I lift from your photo the face I see
unaffected by our age
we'll bump into the straight light of our features
whether you like it or I don't whether I like it or you don't
we'll leave not-knowing-us behind
aware of one same useless passion
when what's common in our language at least
or something of what your eyes speak
will give us company.
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Cuando te vea por primera vez
voy a saber que sos el que sos
ni bien levante de tu foto la cara que veo
desafectados de nuestra edad
vamos a chocar con la luz en seco de nuestros rasgos
te guste o no me guste me guste o no te guste
vamos a salir de desconocernos
atentos a una misma pasi6n inutil
cuando lo comun del idioma por lo menos
o algo de lo que me vengan a decir tus ojos
nos acompafi.e.
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When I see you for the first time
I'll pretend that I don't know you
like an excited little girl
when you say your name I'll unlock mine
in a hint of introductions to come closer
I'll step aside until a label's found
for the lives we lived with others
you'll tell me I'll tell you and together
as a duet we'll conjure ghosts
our exes will introduce themselves
and let us make up tales
for as long as our talk lasts.
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Cuando te vea por primera vez
me voy a hacer la que no te conozco
como una nena acalorada
cuando me digas tu nombre y yo descerraje el mio
en un amago de presentaci6n que nos acerque
me voy a correr hasta que aparezca un titulo
para nuestras vidas vividas con otros
vos contas yo cuento y juncos
a cuatro manos convocamos fantasmas
nuestros ex se presentan solos
y nos dejan fabular tranquilos
en lo que dura la charla.
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When I see you for the first time
I plan to be aware
of the password of your hands
but above all of the tone of your voice
a deaf sound that'll let me know
if it's your organism saying what you say
or if the echo I'll have

to

sail

is yet another and another and another
when what I want is to go straight ahead man
and take the shortest way
to whatever you say
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Cuando te vea por primera vez
pienso estar atenta
al santo y sefia de tus manos
pero sobre todo al timbre de tu voz
un ruido sordo que me deje saber
si lo que deds lo dice

tu

organismo

o es otro y otro y otro y otro tambien

el eco que tengo que transitar
cuando lo que quiero es ir derecho viejo
por el camino mas corto
hasta lo que vos digas
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When I see you for the first time
there'll be no doubts left
I'm going to stare at you and if I see myself
it'll be my yawn caught unaware in your mirror
no need

to

entertain me much

if I have any wine at dinner I fall asleep
and dream of an ordinary man
who from afar cuddles me in his arms.
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Cuando te vea por primera vez
no quedaran mas dudas
te pienso mirar y si me miro
pienso sorprender en

tu

espejo mi propio bostezo

no hace falta que me diviertas mas de la cuenta
yo si ceno con vino me quedo dormida
y suefio con un hombre comun
que desde lejos me acurruca.
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When I see you for the first time
if I put you in inverted commas
it'll be 'cause I've read novels
and something about that lost time
comes to my rescue now we're taking in
the length of an embarrassed silence
a distant line steals your eyes away from me
but I catch them on the edge of my napkin
and think on its paper words for you to say
above the waiter's erect tray
I can hear my voice ask you about myself.
Do I know you? I say.
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Cuando te vea por primera vez
si te pongo gui6n de dialogo
va a ser porque lei novelas
y algo de ese tiempo perdido
me socorre ahora que estamos curtiendo
el largo de un silencio embarazoso
una linea lejos te pierde la mirada
pero yo me hago ver al filo de esta servilleta
se me ocurre en el papel lo que quiero que digas
por sobre la bandeja erecta del mozo
me escucho preguntandote por mi. Digo:
te conozco?
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When you see me for the first time
you'll stop waiting what you're waiting for
you won't mind if I'm blond
or if I dress in black your look will suddenly go blank
and shuffle the comings and goings of your talk
and undo that road from the edge of my neckline
to the edge of your deepest thoughts
where a superimposed woman is looking out
your mother sister wife are all behind
they let out their girlish laughs
inside you they start to get along with me
and at last you dare say a word,
you say "see you".
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Cuando me veas por primera vez
vas a dejar de esperar lo que esperahas
si soy ruhia no te va a importar
si me visto de negro te vas a detener en hlanco
a harajar el ida y vuelta de tu propia conversaci6n
a deshacer ese camino que va del horde de mi escote
al horde de tus pensamientos mas intimos
alli donde asoma una mujer superpuesta
tu mama tu hermana tu esposa estan atras
hacen sonar su risita femenina
adentro tuyo se entienden conmigo
y vos por fin te animas a decir algo,
deds "nos vemos".
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13

When we see each other for the first time
I'll drop my scarf so you bend down
and as soon as you bump into me
from the cuffs of your trousers up
we'll climb the trees of our heights
to a limit which will not be right
but there's no right measure for encounters
they grow from the bottom up
an animal happiness in our four-leggedness
the happiness of falling on our feet
in that horizontal line that lays us down together.
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13

Cuando nos veamos por pnmera vez
si suelto el pafiuelito
va a ser para que vos te agaches
desde la botamanga ni bien te encuentres conmigo
vamos a ir trepando arbol adentro de nuestra estatura
hasta un limite que no es el indicado
no hay medida para un encuentro
crece arrancando por lo bajo
una alegda animal en la postura
cuadrupeda alegrfa de caer parados
los que nos acostamos juntos.
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By
Mary Karr
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Actuarial
Sure she was old, smoked like a tarkiln,
never hit a lick at exercise
and made a steady diet of summer sausage,
cheese and what she called

the occasional Ho-Ho, but her absence
seems so aberrant
that while insurance charts show her misled life
lopped off years back,
I endlessly replay her death. How she said,

I've outlived all I know
to do, and I said, You teach everyone you see
how the body wanes,
its brevity here. And she shot back,

Well hell, anybody old
does that. But only she instructed me
on love's burdens. That
she really didn't want

to

hear, so didn't. Eyelids

hinge. Last breath.
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The Only Pussy in the House
While Master snores under cloudy poufs
of comforter, Cat enjoys
a tail-whipping interval
on the bed's border, licks paws
as if recently done with twelve-course
feast of mouse, while pondering full extent
of Master's dumbness, which renders him
incapable of scooping from the rodent hole
even the slowest gray mouse,
so Cat always has to do it
for him. As if in thoughtless gratitude
for this fact, Master at that instant unrolls,
opening broad warm chest
for visit. Cat, both forgiving and enticed,
delicately steps aboard
the body boat, tentatively turns around.
With front paws sunk in belly dough, Cat hoists
her tail like a flag and backs her hind parts up
so Master can get a whiff of
and open his eyes

to

her little stink star. Master,
pissed, hurls Cat into the roiling ocean off
the bed's edge and follows
Cat's spreadeagled form
with first one then another pillow. Cat
skids, retreats around the corner,
then draws up into her most Egyptian form,
from which she prisses off thinking,
albeit wordlessly, I'm what

they named it after.
When I leave, it goes with me.
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In A Time of War
Somewhere people are singing
though leaves have been seared from trees,
though mounds of dirt hide eyeholes threaded through
by worms. The old sift through sand for grain
spilled from passing trucks. The young
have found sticks to wield against invisible dragons.
A white rag tied to a broom
their only standard.
In the scorched field, their fake spears and bayonets
part the dry stalks.
Each is a mouth ready for kisses.
Each ribcage holds the misty atmosphere of hope.
No pain can smother it.
Against the poisoned sky, the black branches scratch
like bare nerve endings. Inhale,
exhale. Clear the rubble.
Yoke the beast to the plow.
Plunge the stob in the earth and drop the seeds.
Shine on each other. Sing.
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The Ice Fisherman
hacked a hole because Grandpa Dan pronounced
way long ago, Huge as a Cadillac
that fish down there.

When on a Saturday, the wife directed chores
at the fisherman's face, it was perhaps
that phantom fish who stared back blank, then swam
to windows crept across by frost.
The fisherman wanted an unwrit spread of ice
to keep him from the wanting wife, the Monday
time card punch.
The river lured him to its marble palace floor
He hacked a hole, then lowered a leaded line through slush.
In steel-toed boots, above this small abyss,
he made a slumpy stand.
Headphoned to the Pops, engrossed,
he watched the far-off chimney wisps, oblivious
to spider cracks. When the river chasmed under him,
it was a blind
plunge into white flame. His headphones
drifted down to silt. He rolled like a walrus,
body chub keeping him up
as green currents pulled him seaward at a tilt.
He felt the scarf his wife had knit an iron noose.
He failed to feel his hands.
His numb lips pressed to the river's spine, to suck
slid inches of air.
When he skimmed under the town rink,
music blurred and bored into his hurt ears.
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Maybe some grappling hook wielded by solid citizens
would scoop him, heave him
steaming onto the ice like a calved seal.
But the skaters' blades just cut scrollwork above his face.
Their blades went whisk, and he went out of reach.
Then out of his red mouth hole
he hollered up
for that world he'd craved so bad

to

leave,

its bundled kids and Gap-clad teens.
His dumb heart slowed.
All this was very swift, and by the time
the great gray fish with mandarin whiskers
nosed his hand, he didn't know
it wasn't the stony ghost of Grandpa Dan,
watching his last breath
flower into pale balloons, which soared
above him in a drove. Through green haze
his specter rose
till he burst upon the velvet floor of Heaven.
There he was a wrought and burnished form
reeled in and hoisted up to show.
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The Resurrection
When death finally came, the cold
crept in from his extremities.
From the far star points of his pinned form,
the black ice inched at glacial pace.
We're born to watch, and from that vigil
care, even if one winds up pinioned
to a stick, the heart's blood gone sludge.
Maybe Christ felt his gaze coil small
till the vacuum siphoned up his soul
and murk filled the old frame,
sprawling like squid ink.
How lonely he was for pain,
for the splintered feet.
He ached for two hands made of meat
he could reach to the end of.
Then in the core of the corpse
the stone fist of his heart began to bang
on the stiff chest's door, and breath
spilled back into that battered shape,
the way warm water
shatters at birth, rivering every way.
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Winter Term's End
for Betsy Hogan

The student pokes her head into my cubicle.
She's climbed the screw-thread stairs that spiral up
to the crow's nest where I work
to bid goodbye.
She hands back books I lent.
I wave her to move papers from the spot
she always took, worrying a sentence or a line;
or come with protruded tongue to show
a silver stud;
or bamboozled by some guy who can't appreciate
the dragon tattooed on her breast, the filigree
around her thigh. This term she's done with school.
Four years she's siphoned every phrase,
or anecdote, or quote that's mine

to

dole.

She knows what I know,
or used to know, for in me sonnets fade.
Homer erodes
like sandstone worn by age.
Each year I grow emptier, more obsolete,
can barely grope
to words that once hung iridescent in my skull.
When, thirty years back, I asked my beloved tutor
how I'd ever pay him back, he said, It's not
that linear. You won't pay me, only carry on this talk
with someone else.

All his thoughts on Western Civ
would melt like ice without this kidhair dyed torch red, painted flames on her lug-sole boots.
She safety-pinned a plastic charm
of Our Lady's sacred heart to her sleeve.
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Last night, to plot her destiny
she hurled at the world map a lopsided dart
and hit a South Seas flyspeck. Call collect,
I say, if you get stuck. Read
thus-and-such translation of Rilke only.
And though I sound like Polonius to myself,
she scribbles down my platitudes
like wisdom. When
she turns to go, the spiral stair's a gyroscope that hurls her
into the wide circles of a life.
Without the grief of such departures,
I'd live in the dull smear
of my own profession, each kid
a repeat, indistinct from the vanishing instants
that mark us made.
The hand that holds this pen's assembled by some force
I often fail to note, unless it's newly manifest in a face.
She lent me wonder for a spell.
I loosed her in the labyrinth where I've meandered
addled as a child,
feeling along the string my teacher tied.
My eyes stare out from ever deeper sockets, edged in mesh.
I watch her cross the snow-swirled quad
backpacked in hunter plaid, bent like an old scholar,
moving with care across the slippery earth,
till mist devours her.
Snow is falling
over the quad, like rare pages
shredded and dispersed by wind,
that wild white filling every place we've stepped.
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Pluck
That spring from a sky with a pallor like stone
snow fell late and long
to clog every road away from the house
my marriage had withered in
and whose mortgage I could scarce afford
alone. Because my son was young and my paltry
academic check went poof each month
about day ten,
and because I had no stocks to cash,
nor trust to tap, nor dour soft-touch uncle
to woo into taking up slack, and because I'd grown
too old and sad to sell my ass (whoredom also
being a bad example for the kid in house),
I developed plucka trait much praised in Puritan texts,
which favor the spiritual clarity
suffering brings.
Pluck also keeps the low-cost, high-producing poor
digging post holes or loading deep-fat fryers
or holding tag sales where their poor
peers come to haggle over silver pie-slicers
once boxed special for a bride. Pity me
not: I was not
starved or harried by war.
But this was America, so poverty
soured my shrunk soul
to its nub.
Nights, I lay on my mattress on the floor,
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studying the clock face, whose each new digit
seemed to edge me closer to death's brink.
Sleepless, I twisted on the spit of my own spine.
Still, through no endeavor of my own,
I one day woke to sun, then the splat of melt
on ice crust. Soon
grass pushed through the sodden earth.
Then the green tongues became a jungle overrun
by crickets my son trapped dozens of
in a pickle jar's sphere
of sharp, upended air.
In an old aquarium, he laid a shaggy carpet
of clover torn by fistfuls, set in hunks
of apple and a mustard lid
filled with water-all this covered
with a screen, weighed down with the dictionary
so the cats couldn't get in.
On Mothering Sunday, when one is obliged
to revere and praise whatever bitch
brought on

to

this hard world,

my son led me down
to a room where crickets sang as if I were the sun.
Which I was, I guess,
to him, and he to me. After that,
when a creditor rang to bark his threats
of legal action,
I set the phone down on the counter
that he might hear
the kingdom my boy boxed upbuzzing splendor
from such crude creatures,
woven through weeds, free for anyone to pluck.
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The First Step
From your first step toward me
I sprang to life, though stood
stock still. Our gazes locked.
You ambled up, I couldn't move.
My swagger stopped.
My breezy bravura
went windswept plain. I stood
and let you come. For months we talked
most nights, but the chair you occupied sat
so far from mine, you were an island
oasis watched through a telescope's wrong end.
I barely heard the words your lush mouth shaped,
just thirsted for your breath to come
easing down my lungs. Each time
that mouth politely said goodnight
and turned away, then behind my bolted door
and upon it, I softly banged my head.
But then you said, one time, just close
your eyes, I wanna browse your face,

as if I were a page. Then I was illuminated
manuscript and sacred text.
We became horizon then, we laid down.
Dawn's arms went wide to hold us.
Then this shimmer descended
to glaze our every instant-we got
the best table, the quickest cab.
The crosswalks told us go, the maitre d's
right now. Spring leaves bent

to brush our faces, till we whirledare whirling-still. From that first step,
I had to stop the turning world
to breathe you in, and now tend always
toward you, whom I ever was intended for.
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ALIBIS
By
Anthony Seidman

Anthony Seidman

Literary History
When the first
poet sang
it was
in a scale only
whales could lift
from steepest floors.
The scale oozed
fingers of rain
from ears of the deaf and
stillborn; the scale
rippled over
swamps of cyanide where
submerged tigers
hunted red elephants
in their hottest dreams.
It was a scale
the woman heard when
the pit of a plum
petrified
in her womb; it was
in the key of wind
after silence gels,
and sentries fall
asleep by their spears.
It was the sound
of shock absorbers
silently pumping
over unpaved roads,
or a mornmg so
dark it stabs
your eyes, or the
bar after broken
69

bottles have been swept.
The first poet sang
in a scale that
had to be
whispered so
that an egg
was heard
cracking.
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Hart Crane In The Islands
Rum bottle on the mahogany desk. All day, the rhythm, like calibrated pistons pumping, as the Victrola blasted Ravel's Bolero,
while the white curtains rippled from the window facing a
plantain grove. In his reveries, the salt of a sailor still stung his
lips, as his tongue licked for that taste, the dark phallus in a
rocking hammock, tears, and teeth; while composing, the rigging
of metaphors pulled palms and flotillas, the parlors of Ohio, and
the smoke and lachrymae of the Americas into his blue estuary.
Mornings spent on the sundazzled shore. Afternoons peeling
mangos in an esplanade beneath the green shade of trees; and
then, slowly, the colors of the aquatic dusk. There was a lover, a
cane-cutter tart with liquor & sweat, and bonfires on the sands.
At night, he would correct sheaves containing Voyages and The

Bridge, then sleep like a Faust cleansed of all knowledge-lust,
shadows of birds passing across his face with the softness a boy
feels as he sobs against his mother's apron. And for the first time
his body felt as if it was weightless, as the sea opened her dark
drapes, revealing her bones.
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Intersections
Like dust smoking over a dirt road Chihuahua town, as the bus slows down at
the stop, letting on a woman with pointed breasts, and black hair streaked
blue with sun;
like the concrete arches raising the Hollywood freeway alongside palm trees
pumping
like pistons, the shrub-dun hills dotted with houses the glaze of bubblegum,
and the sea only miles away;
like a car starting in the dead of the night;
like the beggar's plucked guitar string, and his voice that shatters the
crystal buttons
holding the moon's dress in one piece;
like the oil drenched finger of silence sealing these syllables:
there is always a bridge
connecting the pitch of an egg cracked with a nail being hammered,
the barren woman with the flooded arroyo,
the hot coffee sipped in a diner with the black spit of the vinegarroon,
there is always a bridge, there is always a bridge, as
the border between north and south is pliable,
like water.
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Labor
The old man was always crimped as he held the reins. His
burro hauled a cart with sploshing buckets of pig slop. He would
stop at the corner of each block, and then yell out for the grandmothers abandoned by men now trotting on ghost horses, and the
younger pregnant women to usher him into their back patios
where they kept the plastic buckets filled with left-over oatmeal,
stale bread and tortillas, soft tomatoes and chilies, pork fat coagulated and scooped from frying pans, and hardened rice and beans.
Every block, a few women would flap out onto the sidewalk in
their slippers, or a retired worker would whistle for the old man's
attention. Then the pig slop collector would wake up his burro
with a i Ya!, and pour the bile-yellow concoctions into the buckets
in his cart.
Watching this from my Saturday morning porch, I would
always think of the butcher section in the mercado: fish tanks
were filled with fried pork skins or tripe. Behind the brilliant
counter windows revealing trays of steak, carnitas, and cow
tongues colored the gray of a faded violet, the white-teeth'd
women would smile as they wrapped the meat for customers.
Flies circled. Caged canaries flapped their wings wildly. And there
was always the stench of blood drying in the heat, like the odor
of stale beer and unwashed crotch.
What the old man poured into buckets and sought out block
after block was the source-the enzyme itself-for workers with
rough hands and mothers giving milk. The seed for many meals,
and the juice that quenches thirst. But it was the burro, and not
the old man, that I would study, and still remember: a creature
with two mud-puddles for eyes, its body like a dirty coat matted
on a stick. Its fur would twinge from gnats, and from the leather
belt used to speed up its trot. Under some sky in a further desert
there must be a dune awaiting the step of its hooves. May the
burro, that laborer, sink in the sand and be swallowed, before the
vultures circle above.
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Octavio Paz Addresses Marie-Jo
Listen to me as one does the evening rain:
I have tried to image streets, tamarind
trees, the garden of my youth, the wind & its dominion, all
in the white mirror of a page.
Do not move; unbutton your blouse, let fall
your skirt which is wheat the wind combs; that
is our world.
I have choked on politics, watched
money rasp, ashes up chimneys, and sat
in the white atrium of silence.
Do not speak; undo your hair, let fall
your dress which is water tempting the moon; that
is our only parliament.
The calendar has turned full
circle, fusing the gods of water & smoke.
But I am with you as a draft of syllables,
an echo that knocks, and fades, and I am
indifferent to the dying world because here
I sleep without you.
Without you, dark orchard,
tree of my blood, blade of noon.
Two birds took flight in your eyes:
the one without wings, the other on fire.
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jean Toomer Down South
Pine needles on the ground bent beneath his shoes, as he
walked into woods with their rumors of Juju men; the cane-juice
made him dizzy. Sharecroppers from their cabins discerned his
color from the chalk and brittle songs of the white folk, yet they
saw his plum neck-ties, and heard the punctuated beat of the city
in his speech. Jean had passed for white in New York: skin the
color of bleached-dry corn husk, and hair combed straight. Each
evening, the sawmill would close, and the sweetness of lumber
saturated the coolness. Then the young women would sit on their
porches awaiting their lovers; women, dusky and humming, with
rounded thighs and breasts full of nightwebbed rivers. They were
like afternoons that push away the sun. The men drank, and by
coal heaters, grandfathers narrated the Diaspora of time, bumper
crops, girls who ripened too quickly, and the knife-fights. Once,
while sitting on the steps of his lodging, Jean heard a man singing
far off:

There's basement with a window where the light's all brown;
there's a basement with a window where the light's all brown, -sometimes I sit there all night when I feel like I'm gonna drown.
The new journals from New York became wind in fields of tincans and rats rattling bones. Where the nymphs had abandoned
London, where Helen was a ghost on the pavements of
Manhattan, Jean felt the flowers in his blood blossom, and heard
the spirituals, tasted the wet air at dawn, and the region was like
a brown nipple at the mouth of that poet.

There's a basement light with a window...
cause a man can't never drown ...
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And one twilight, while walking back from the woods, he saw
men huddled round a bonfire by the sawmill. Fermented cane in
a bottle, faces all his color, yet lit up by red firelight. They
noticed him, and invited him to a drink: the city boy who spent
his time writing. Yet there was never a poem he wrote about that
hour, while he spat and gossiped work and women with names
like Karintha. For a while, he belonged; and like his companions,
he would swig at the bottle, shake his head then guffaw, tasting
the smoke in the liquor, and all the while savoring it.
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Prioritizing
The force that through the green fuse ...
--Dylan Thomas
Apart from the smell of curdled milk and wilted lettuce, you visit
the public market of this border town for its fried pork-skin the
color of crystallized urine; jalapenos and tomatoes piled on pink
towels beside stalls frying tripe; and the sharp-teeth'd teenagers,
and matrons in brown shawls, passing from shade into sunlight
and into shadow. You, too, turn left into half-light where the
blueness of cows' stomachs on a platter scratches at your throat as
you stumble through flies. And instead of purchasing dried beef
or writing of rattlesnake-skin boots, or kiosks, you stop to sketch
words when you spot a rooster, rusty with carrot-colored streaks,
beak bent, beneath the corrugated-iron counter of a stall, tar
stains, burnt Pacifico cigarettes, a cockroach's husk, yet the rooster
blinking, its days spent with one leg tied by green wire, while
radios clang the cowbells of cumbias, pedestrians brush past you,-and that wire, though adulterated, the greenest.
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Lord Byron, At 29, Witnesses His First Beheading

The thief had pissed his rags, and ripped out his nails by
clawing at the cell door and walls. Manicured, Byron had
been carousing: "tooling" and drinking. Now bloated, he
was on his regimen of soda water and bread. The priest
and half-naked executioner found out that the thief's neck
was too large for the aperture, and so an assistant held him
down by the hair. Barking Latin over the man's cries, the
priest flayed the air with holy water. Starved, Byron shook
as he stared through an opera-glass, at the guillotine and
thief. A rattle, and the blade shimmied down. The head
was lopped off close to the ears; blood splashed on the
wood, a red miasmas plopped from the skull. Byron could
admit to being left hot and thirsty, yet later attended other
executions with indifference. However, in Greece, while
aiding against the Turks, bones sweating fever, and a cloud
encroaching his light, Byron saw that condemned man
who perhaps had not committed any greater aberrations
than he. And he whispered a line for that man gazing at
the planks,--a matter witnessed by the boy who wiped
Byron's brow with a wet cloth, emptied his bed-pan, and
could speak demotic Greek, but not English.
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Memento
Au detour d'une sentier, une charogne ...
---Charles Baudelaire
Carrion of dog by a dirt pile and dried tree: littered bottles, meatscraps, yellowed newspaper the color of jaundiced skin stretched
over ribs. Traffic ten yards away, noon sun blinding,--a desert day
in which air was packed to the seams with heat.
I'd seen other dogs bloated with eyes the color of halibut scales,
or fur-strips of coyote whiskered with skid marks and oil on
asphalt, yet this was once the perennial border dog: trotting or
limping with pendulant testicles or teats, fur the dun of coffee
muddied with cream and ash,-- those beasts no one feeds and yet
they continue breeding, sniffing out for one another in fallen
adobe houses, behind brick walls plastered with wrestling and
beer ads, and lap gutter water with black tongues, nip fangs at
coagulated lard smeared on burrito wrappers.

It had been dead for months: no fur, but soap-smooth hide, tarcolored, and which could be snapped like a pencil, and mandiblepick'd clean, as ants and cockroaches milled through a cavernous
aperture in what was once the beast's belly. Organs a sponge-mass
stewing in weeds. And trickling through this aspic, the marrowless vertebrae, each descending disk the yellow of piano keys in a
mahogany parlor stinking of mildew.
A gaseous up-thrust of flies jarred my concentration, and my
throat itched at my tongue. Yet I gazed on, coughed phlegm from
the odor, like cow stalls moist with beetles, huge wheels of cheese
beaded with grease, or breath and damp cotton on a humid bus.
A single drop of cold sweat scurried down my back, and quickly
warmed when it reached the base of my spine, as my skin
absorbed its salt.
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This pause on my way to a friend's house took only a minute, yet
I now chop it into paragraphs, like a butcher who partitions vast
sides of a pig or cow into protein which white teeth will later
shred. Because this is my compost for tomorrow, words mushrooming in the miasma, just as my own marrow and sperm diluted in the July heat, while ants crawled between my legs, and a
tree cast its shadow on a plot awaiting me.
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And We Wait
Genesis 3:24
... and the sword crackles in the cobalt evening, like the blue
whorls of breath He exhales at the hour when ferns shiver and
water clenches its fingers into a fist ...
and the flaming sword guards the way to the Tree of Life, and we
await the trespassing man who, after wandering the argent fields
of the moon, might find his way here, reachable only by sleep or
metaphor ...
and we are many, so many, that when I look to my side I see
a chain of cherubim, their wings the only light in this darkened
garden, abandoned like an 18th century farmhouse overtaken by
the forest, these groves where at times we hear the serpent hiss,
overripe plums fall with a thump on loam, while a vagrant hound
howls and scratches claws on the steel gate ...
and we wait, as stupid as squid for the harvester who would
never find his way here, or even hope to, knowing that death
would shrivel into a rat's turd in a kitchen drawer, just by biting
into those blue plums the size of a lamb's heart ... death would
dry up, would be dead itself.. ..
But when the poem is edged up against the shovel, the clod
breaks, and a word sprouts in the darkness and is the shadow that
lovers feel beneath one another's skin, the seed they crack beneath
their teeth, the first water breaking through bruised dams of
blood ...
because the poem strives for an inch after death, not to
bypass it; who would want to eat from the Tree of Life, denying
the milk of the word?
So we wait, whiskers having never breached our parchmentthin skin, saccharine water in our veins, wings combustible as
paper lanterns, and, like sponges or fruit-flies regurgitating
sucrose on an orange pulp, we are not inoculated with the slightest grain of poetry; even worse, we are deathless.
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AMERICAN DANCES
and other poems

By
Bruce Smith

Bruce Smith

The Can of Something
A boy scuffs forward as if expelled
from off-stage, hunched, propelled
by want in large attitudes of sorrow for one so small
and returns with small skips and multiple
stylized shrugs miming the stoop sitters
who shing-a-ling and jitter bug
to some unheard radio. He hands over
the silver can of sifted peas to the mother
who spins while standing absolutely still
and the father enters as if uphill
as the ensemble revolves around the table.
Something about it tribal, unappeasable.
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The Rumba
A folk dance that evolved by mimicking
the movements performed in working
the late shift at the docks where the stevedores
carry out the lifts unloading ships from Ecuador
that is now perceived as sexual the tantric stare, dandling the actual
each ingot and carcass, each bag of sugar
and banana tendered in a lingering hug
measured by dust and a dispatcher
while the mind wanders to other Americas
where sambas of sleep and slams
are done in tandem.
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The Middle Class
The dance of dances.
The entire buck and wing done vertically
as if to flee from the dance of the daily
horizontal drag and pull of one yoked
like a mule. There's a Sisyphean joke
to it that escapes the dancer
but enters the agitated manner
of right knee and arm simultaneously raised,
then left, as if in learned church/state praise.
It is an upright waterless crawl
against a currentless windfall
of nothing. Think of a slow horserace
where the man is trotter not pacer
the whole miserable athletic engine
of the human matched against a notion,
a pari-mutuel wager that pays zero
to win, zero to place, zero to show.
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The Mail

Elements of long glissading steps
from the tango and the schlep
of the burden of dread and promise
the carrier lugs combine in this feckless
dance with .rural origins when the walk
to the mailbox was stomp, shuffle, and kick
the dirt reminiscent of the cotton-eyed Joe
and juba slaps of the thigh and toe
stands to see if what was left
was more than the identity theft
or the abdomen of a wasp.
Knee hinge, passe, hop.
Dancers use the chest lift
from jazz as well as quick turns and catch,
Asian head motions, the demi-plie of defeat
indicating it's not money or good news, sleetsnow encrusted saunter that was the past
gives way to the vast
undanced interior spaces and a body bent
in half-prayer for the blandishments
passed through the slot that could be spores
or love. Soft shoe, shuffle, doll hop, drop to all fours.
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The Sperm
Like The Middle Class, relentlessly looking
for something and like The Rumba coming
to a frenzied climax, working hard
combining ancient rites and avante garde
techniques in an eyeless lash and flail
in which some find insinuations of the sensual
and some find parodies of the zombie movies
of the 50's where the living dead want eternity
in one form or another: presence
or absence, but not this. The turbulence
is political in origin: class struggle,
although others see choirs of angels
cast out of heaven or silvery things
making their way upstream, swimming
to their deaths. It doesn't amount to much.
What's this have to do with getting fucked
standing up? Critics have asked.
There's a sense of anxious, male task
completion to the dance. Wiggle and chug,
helix-like spirals, falling off the log.
So many lost men
and not one asking directions!
The scale seems at once infinitesimal
yet dazzling, in the end astronomical,
causing us to love the world more
while diminishing our desire.
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Other Poems

In Your City
Once I thought I was crossed with the currents of America -a little Euphrates of consciousness. The wires, the countenance,
the eye, the examination, the X all crossed to make much clout
or art that I thought would make a wobble in your culture.
Or could approximate, like scansion, the curving, spawning motion
of a dream. Instead it made slang of my life a need -- private, non standard, convenient that I used
to amuse and to rebuff. It was for injury and repair
that I had this voice, when in the morning after I could
fix it by the maximum silence, being either Cain
or Adam, god felon or fucker. I like the quiet
when all the noise from the sirens and the emigrant geese
and the school kids on the street coalesce to break my precious
reverie, here in your city, another sub-rosa dream or crosscurrent
where the watery chaos goddess lives with the dying sky god
who once I thought I saw when I lived in Seattle
and would see it was not inside me and waited
and the waiting was the great thing but not so to say.
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Samba De Orpheus
A sob in the body, late August, white time and counter-miracle
to the music on the radio, "Struttin' with some Barbecue,"
the mighty
arpeggios and silent halleluias from our satchelmouthed
hero.
The time crossed like light with something old like the tabernacle
and its illicit opposite that remembers fondly the flavors of
captivity the vinegar and sugar and love-poisoned tomato.
Only a voice could join the mercy and the rightful
and it wasn't yours, it was the unearthly
singer from the dirty south, who had the moan
that was your mother's ash-hauling eye roll
and your fathers' speaking in tongues. The authority
of the voice was burn for burn, word for word ratio
that meant we could remember the shackles
and the foreskin of the heart removed and be ready
for the call through the scat and the bruised tempos
where everyone heard something and was enthralled.
Everyone was a girl or a boy at school, fidgety,
and then comes the nudge, the unh, and the ecstasy, 0
then the season had an angel
clearing his throat and your shitty little history
was okay, somehow, was solo after solo.
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What Are They Doing in the Next Room?

Are
Are
Are
Are

they
they
they
they

unsaying everything?
between the soul and a star?
taking an ice pick to being?
making a beautiful disaster?

Will they grow tired of their voices?
Will they see the shadow of there is
set and rise as something that rejoices
or the being that begins the heresy?
Will this be the final deposition
as one speaks of deposing the king?
Are they reading the Kama Sutra for positions?
Can the body be whipped until it sings?
The television derives the half-full hours.
Time exits as mostly what's to come.
Losing also is ours
I meant that as a question.
Is the "I" the insomniac's question?
Somewhere between anxiety and other?
Somewhere between oblivion and moon?
Is the mirror a sister or a brother?
Or the mother of the rupture
of knowing I'm alone?
Is to be to live without doors
or windows beside the beige telephone?
Are they intransitive or transitive?
The fucking or the fucked?
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The flight or the fugitive?
The Paris or what's abducted?
Can they give themselves the sun and sky?
Can they give themselves the infinite?
Or just the torment of the why?
Can they swap more than spit?
Is
Is
Is
Is

nothing like their mystery?
the ice machine their dream?
it for this I give my testimony?
love the silence or the scream?

Do they invent my secrecy
as I invent their faces?
Is desire knowing or not knowing glory?
Can it happen in on of these places?

If not, then can the glass I hold against the wall
be my dram of shame or my responsibility
for the guilt of all
or what is beyond me?
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Letter From Lewisberg Federal Penitentiary

I have so little time to speak to you,
and yet I have ten minus two
years off for good behavior left on the sentence,
so forever. It feels urgent and suspended
to be here: a laundered moonscape
painted with antiseptic and rape
and noise and crimes we love
to tell ourselves, to feel. We feel of
not in the world, which is how we felt
when we walked and the world melted
by our rage into waxy splotches of color it was the drugs talkin' - and the horror
of memory when the drugs got quiet.
I talk as if I had infinite
time. That's how dumb I am,
but not stupid. I signed up for program.
It was either art or god.
I took art because god
was an ex-con's absolution for my sins
and I did not want to be forgiven.
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So I copied stuff: the beautiful, although most cons
were drawing angels with big tits or dragons
which is coked-up tattoo art without the rush.
I wanted to get to it, to brush
the violence into submission
like petting the mane of a lion.
OK, I think in confined ways
(I'm confined) when want I want to say
is I know how I got here
and sorry and the line I draw on paper
is the rent in the veil
and towards you my tunnel.
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November
Eligible for the Holocaust, eligible for the draft,
eligible for the necklace of tires on fire,
eligible for the crucifixion, the child, the kingdom
and the colossal deals made to escape the ashy epitaph,
the fragging in the Asian rain - my rank higher
than the grunts - by nature of my education
which I curse as I curse the nails on behalf
of the hammer and the desire
on the part of the soft (unworked) flesh of my palms
to be martyr if not savior. There is witchcraft
in the sign - cauldron of spells and St. Elmo's fire,
St. Vitus Dance, the severed limbs, the mind/body problem -

potions brewed against dread. Seraphs
of the gardens, geese flying low across the twilight waters
of the Carolinas: that's art according to Jessie Helms,
oil paintings of bodies of water as cenotaphs
of white men inverted but not unlike I
that looked out of the mirror at the phenomenon
of history and ecstasy that's the staff
for the pitches of wish and weather partly cloudy, scattered darkness in the continuum
as the election approaches like an aircraft
approaches the runway, on fire
My survival is my doom.
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